
AWA Questionnaire for ECan Candidates

Please follow the format below and write your answer to each question in no more than 50 words 
unless otherwise stated.

Name: Roy Knight

Ward: North East Orei

Occupation/role in community:

1. In what ways do you believe that ECan has succeeded in protecting and enhancing our 

natural environment? While I am sure they have done something overall, I think they have 

not done enough to protect our rivers, streams and lakes from intensive farming.

2. In what ways do you believe that Ecan has failed? There are just too many nitrates going into

our waterways and our aquifer from intensive land use. They need to acknowledge this and 

do more monitoring to track the nitrates plumes coming through both deep and shallow 

aquifers.

3. What specific things do you intend to achieve if you are elected to Ecan? List your 3 main 

priorities.

a, Lower nitrate levels 

b, Clean up our polluted waterways and aquifers then put protection of them in place.

C, Make farming practices environmentally sustainable and future proof 

4. How do you intend to achieve these priorities? List specifically the policies or rules you 

intend to change or implement (no more than 50 words per priority)

a, support policies to reduce nitrate pollution-support governments NPSFW reforms.

b, ensure plan changes protect natural environment.

c, make sure monitoring and enforcement have a higher priority.  

5. Do you believe we need to reduce cow numbers on the Canterbury Plains, in order to 

regenerate our waterways and protect our drinking ware supplies? 

a, either cow numbers need to change, or more sustainable farming systems need to be 

adopted, which means herd homes, less fertilisers, no PKE, less irrigation.

b, while farmers need to change they need to be given time to change such as a decade-they

need a just transition.

6. Would you commit to changing ECan’s planning documents to prevent or substantially 

impede the taking of water from Christchurch’s aquifers for export water bottling? 



a, yes I would support a ban on water exports until the future clean water needs of New 

Zealanders is clearly established.

7. Please state (in no more than 75 words) what, in your background, your achievements or 

your world view) qualifies you to represent the people of Canterbury as an elected member 

of Ecan.

a, I am already doing the hard yards as a successful businessman I’ve put my skill’s to good 

use by being elected to the north Canterbury and New Zealand Fish and Game Council, 

where I work hard for more than 200,000 licence holders to retain an environmentally 

sustainable fishery. that means constant battles with national and reginal councils to bring 

suitable outcomes for our environment and enjoyment of all New Zealanders.

      


